Airspeed restriction, MSA. From UCY NDB proceed on 085° heading to intercept localizer course or UHA R-235 to UHA VOR and expect Rwy 06 clearance.

From UCY to UHA R-235 to UHA VOR and expect Rwy 06 clearance.

From TANIA via R-292 direct to CORAL.

From CORAL via UHA R-071 to UHA VOR, at D10 UHA turn right and continue on Rwy 06 expecting clearance.

Transitions to Rwy 24 expect clearance.

From UVA VOR via R-292 direct to CORAL.

From CORAL via UHA R-071 to UHA VOR, at D10 UHA turn right and continue on Rwy 06 expecting clearance.

From UCY NDB proceed on 085° heading to intercept localizer course or UHA R-235 to UHA VOR and expect Rwy 06 clearance.
From VITEN proceed on 321^ heading direct to GOLFO.
From GOLFO proceed on 269^ heading direct to VITEN.
From VITEN on UPB R-025 to UPB, after UPB on UPB R-188, when crossing UHA R-258 turn LEFT to intercept localizer heading or UHA R-235 toward UHA VOR and EXPECT Rwy 06 clearance.

From TADPO proceed on 241^ heading direct to VITEN.
From TANIA proceed on 257^ heading direct to VITEN.
From UVA proceed on UVA R-292 to CORAL then 288^

*ATIS

FROM UCF PROCEED ON 291^ TO D11 UHA AT OR BELOW MSA UHA VOR DUTAN.

Airspeed restriction, MSA.
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| ROUTING |
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| VARIOUS CAL |
| TADPO |
| GOLFO |

1. 1148 UHA
2. 269^hdg
3. 321^hdg

| TRANSITIONS |
| GOLFO |
| TADPO |
| UVA |

1. 057^ UHA
2. 055^ UNG
3. 152^ UCF

1. 348 UHA
2. 116.1 UHA
3. 10-2C STARS

1. 110.5 IHA
2. 112.1 UCL
3. 112.3 UCF

*ATIS

FROM UCF PROCEED ON 291^ TO D11 UHA AT OR BELOW MSA UHA VOR DUTAN.

Airspeed restriction, MSA.

FROM UCF PROCEED ON 291^ TO D11 UHA AT OR BELOW MSA UHA VOR DUTAN.

Airspeed restriction, MSA.

FROM UCF PROCEED ON 291^ TO D11 UHA AT OR BELOW MSA UHA VOR DUTAN.

Airspeed restriction, MSA.

FROM UCF PROCEED ON 291^ TO D11 UHA AT OR BELOW MSA UHA VOR DUTAN.

Airspeed restriction, MSA.

FROM UCF PROCEED ON 291^ TO D11 UHA AT OR BELOW MSA UHA VOR DUTAN.

Airspeed restriction, MSA.
At or above 2000', turn RIGHT direct to UCY NDB and continue.

Initial Climb

Climb on runway heading to , turn LEFT direct to DUTAN interception and (RWY 24) 2000'.

Transition

Clear on runway heading to 1000'. Turn left direct to DUTAN interception and continue by transition or assigned route.

From DUTAN on 111° heading direct to UCF VOR.
**INITIAL CLimb**

Climb on runway heading. At UHA 8 DME turn RIGHT to intercept UHA R-272 to UHA VOR and proceed by assigned route.

**TRANSITIONS**

(MRW 06)

Climb to 2000' prior to acceleration. Turn RIGHT to UHA R-272 direct to TADPO and continue by transition or assigned route.

**INITIAL CLimb**

Climb to 2000' prior to acceleration, turn RIGHT to UHA R-071 direct to GOLFO and continue by transition or assigned route.

**TRANSITIONS**

(MRW 06)
CHANGES:

INITIAL CLIMB

Climb to 2000' on runway heading prior to acceleration. At UHA 6 DME, turn RIGHT direct to UPB, continue on UPB R-025 to intercept VITEN and continue by assigned transition.

TRANSITIONS

- From VITEN on 061° heading direct to TADPO.
- From VITEN on 077° heading direct to TANIA.
- From VITEN on 089° heading direct to GOLFO.
- From UZG 164° heading direct to UCL.
- From VITEN on 108° heading direct to CORAL and continue on UVA R-292 to UVA.
- Climb to 2000' on runway heading prior to acceleration.
Airspeed restriction, MSA.

Climb on runway heading to safety altitude, turn LEFT direct to UZG and continue by (RWY 24).

ZARAGO 4 DEPARTURE

Climb to 2000' and turn RIGHT on 095\(^\circ\) heading to 1700'.

MSA UHA VOR.
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